Microsoft
Surface Hub
Unlock the power of
the group

Unlock the power of the group with Surface Hub, a powerful team collaboration device
designed to advance the way people work together naturally.
Engaging and productive
meetings

Best way to create and brainstorm
with others

Microsoft Surface Hub reimagines the
meeting experience so that you can
unlock the power of the group. You can
walk up and join a Skype for Business
meeting with a single tap, and share
content effortlessly, so that you spend
your time connecting to people rather
than technology. And since you can
easily send meeting notes and content,
you can communicate outcomes and
action points.

Make working together the most productive
part of your day. Share your ideas with
others on a canvas that is as big as your
imagination. Bring teams together in a way
that feels completely natural, with technology
that doesn’t intrude, but helps ideas flow.
Expand what can be accomplished in the
moment and then don’t lose the momentum capture your work so you can act on it later.

Solutions

Platform for amazing large
screen apps
In addition to the built-in team experiences
like Skype for Business, Microsoft Office
and OneNote, Microsoft Surface Hub
is customizable with a wide array of
applications. Universal apps built for Windows
10 shine on Microsoft Surface Hub and scale
to the large screen. You can also connect
apps from your personal device and drive
them from Microsoft Surface Hub.

Designed for the modern
workplace
Microsoft Surface Hub integrates beautifully
into the modern workplace, enabling
productivity in any space where people
come together to get things done, from large
conference rooms to informal huddle spaces
to offices. The fully integrated design, choice
of two screen sizes, and flexible mounting
configurations means there’s a solution for
your business needs. Microsoft Surface Hub
is also designed to be easy to deploy and
manage remotely

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Surface Hub 55”

Surface Hub 84”

Size

31.75” x 59.62” x 3.38”
(806.4mm x 1514.3mm x 85.8mm)

Size

46.12” x 86.7” x 4.15”
(1171.5mm x 2202.9mm x 105.4mm)

Weight

105 lbs

Weight

280 lbs

Display

1920 x 1080 @ 120 Hz

Display

3840 x 2140 @ 120 Hz

Compute

4th Gen Intel i5, 8 GB RAM,
128 GB SSD

Compute

4th Gen Intel i7, 8 GB RAM,
128 GB SSD

GPU

Intel HD 4600

GPU

NVIDIA Quadro K2200

Network

Wi-Fi (802.11 a/b/g/n/ac), Ethernet
1Gbps, Bluetooth 4.0 low energy,
NFC reader, Miracast enabled

Network

Wi-Fi (802.11 a/b/g/n/ac), Ethernet
1Gbps, Bluetooth 4.0 low energy,
NFC reader, Miracast enabled

Audio/Video

(2) 1080p front-facing cameras, 100
degree horizontal field of view, high
performance 4 element array
microphone,
(2) front-facing stereo speakers

Audio/Video

(2) 1080p front-facing cameras, 100
degree horizontal field of view, high
performance 4 element array
microphone,
(2) front-facing stereo speakers

Accessories

(2) Powered, active pens, (1) wireless
all-in-one keyboard

Accessories

(2) Powered, active pens, (1) wireless
all-in-one keyboard

Sensors

(2) Passive infrared presence
sensors, ambient light sensors

Sensors

(2) Passive infrared presence
sensors, ambient light sensors

Ideal room

Exec Offices, Huddle Spaces, Focus
Rooms, Conference Rooms

Ideal room

Conference Rooms, Command
Centres, Workshops

55” Rolling Stand
84” Rolling Stand
Additional mounting 55” Wall Mount
options available
84” Wall Mount
55” Floor Support Mount
84” Floor Support Mount
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55” Rolling Stand
84” Rolling Stand
Additional mounting 55” Wall Mount
options available
84” Wall Mount
55” Floor Support Mount
84” Floor Support Mount
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